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PART 5 MISSING WORDS 

 
 
Directions: A word or phrase is missing in each of the sentences 

below. Four answers are given below each sentence. Select the best 
answer to complete the sentence.  

 
1. The price of space tourism should come down _____ as more 

companies get into the business. 

A) dramatics 

B) dramatically 
C) dramatic 

D) dramatical 

2. Candidate: I'm Mr Jensen. I'm afraid it's a case of ........ 

A) mistaken personality 

B) mistaken character  
C)  mistaken person 

D) mistaken identity 

3. AL Flight 1 will arrive _____ 8:50.  

A) in  

B) on  
C) at  

D) for 

4. Mr. Johnson _____ been to LA several times in the last year.  

A) had  

B) has   
C) have  

D) was having 

5.  If you are coming to the US, please get in _____ with me.  

A) place  

B) time   
C) particular  

D) touch   
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6. When you check in at an airlines counter, please inform the 

airline representative of your _____ for the smoking or non-
smoking section.  

 
A) preference  

B) prefer  
C) preferably  

D) preferential  
 

7. If Jack had known that the trip to Africa would be so 
expensive, he _____ his trip until next year.  

 
A) will postpone  

B) postponed  
C) would have postponed  

D) had postponed  

 
8. Staff filing travel expense accounts are reminded to fill out 

their applications as ______ as possible.  

A) long 
B) soon 

C) inaccurately 
D) timing 

9. All corporate flight ------ must be authorized by the 
appropriate department manager.  

A) attendance 
B) food 
C) leave 

D) arrangements 

10. Although Mr. Son preferred a direct flight to Washington, he 

had to take one with a long ______ in Los Angeles. 

A) lay over 
B) lay off 

C) lay out 
D) lay away 
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11. The airline does not assume ______ for normal wear and 

tear to luggage. 

A) responsiveness 
B) liability 

C) warranty 
D) reliability 

12. Pan-Atlantic airlines ______ serves full meals on its shorter 
flights 

A) not any more 
B) no more 
C) not longer 

D) no longer 

 

13. Passengers can purchase any of the items in the duty-free 
catalogue while ______ this flght. 

A)  in 
B) at 
C) over 

D) on 

14. Carme and her sister are both ______ agents. 

A) a travel 
B) travel 
C) traveler 

D) travels 

15. Each passenger's name .......... with his or her cabin number. 

A) is list 

B) listing 
C) is listed 

D) is listing 
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16. Ms. Najar wants to .......... the costs by tonight. 

A) final 

B) finalize 
C) finally 

D) finality 

17. A customer service representative .......... at our catalogue 

number. 

A) always is available 
B) is always available 

C)  is available always 
D) being always available 

18. Hotel employees are..........to knock before entering the 
rooms. 

A) requited  

B) required  
C) requisite  

D) repulsed  

19. The operator .......... Mr. Smith if she knew where to reach 

him. 

A) will call 
B) had called  

C) called  
D) would call  

20. The airport taxes are .......... in the ticket price. 

A) including  
B) include  

C) been included 
D) included  


